Rite Aid - Prescriptions

What is Rite Aid?
Rite Aid is an American drugstore company that allows you to manage your prescriptions and allow you to pick them up to the nearest pharmacy

Instructions
● Go to the website https://www.riteaid.com/
● Press the sign in button at the top right
● Press sign up.
Sign up for a Rite Aid account

First Name

Last Name

Phone Number

If you already have a Rite Aid Rewards account (formerly wellness+), please enter the phone number you use to checkout in-store.

Email Address

Password

8-15 alphanumeric characters including: one uppercase letter, one lowercase letter, one number and, no symbols.

Keep me logged in

Uncheck if using a public device.

Get sales and health tips sent to your email.

When you sign up, you agree to Rite Aid's Terms of Use and acknowledge you have read its Privacy Policy.

Sign Up

With your Rite Aid account enjoy:

- Access to Rite Aid Rewards
- Faster checkout
- 🎄 A personalized shopping experience
- 🍼 Manage your prescriptions

Log in/Sign up FAQs
- Go back to the homepage and press the Pharmacy button next to the logo.

- You should see this screen.
Refill Prescriptions

- Press the refill prescriptions button from the previous page
- You fill out your prescription number
- You can add as many as you need by pressing the blue button below. It gives you more boxes to add the number.
- Add your phone number
- Press the Choose Store and Pickup time
- Add your address and they will show you stores nearby where you can choose
- After you did the last step, scroll down and indicate when and what time you’ll pick it up
- Press confirm selection once you’re done
Transfer Your Prescription

The point of this is to transfer your Rite Aid prescriptions to another pharmacy from Rite Aid

- Fill in your information

- Optional: Add your insurance info

- Add where your prescriptions currently are and press Select Pickup Store and select which store you want your prescription to transfer to

- Indicate whether or not you want to transfer all of your prescriptions to transfer or just some

- Press submit transfer once you’re done
Congrats! You’re done.